The House... F.M. 3026

A nation within a nation. A nation gets
The home is found. Do it! How? Just
let's look and learn - and that's the home.

The text is fullest.

How influenced - in the home. how

If we - there is the home. why

A dwelling. The home is built. How

not only a place, what we spend. it is
a model. The home is built. You build
in you. the walls, the cellars, the sidewalks.

The home is one of the greatest gifts. Its
depth is unfathomable. yet the home
years later you lose something in your
for young people. while it is
not a hand. since our feet beyond
worms walls. these must be traced.

of personality. this being is not much more
the home is as good as you.

own - good parents. They
never in do not wish to prejudice. Better

plainly. not your folk. it is

true. just. Non-equal.

Attractiveness is one, and
not costly. Good pictures - child, etc.